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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
AZ audit — here is the link to view it live or catch up on it later.1 4 
AZ called for Biden — CNN, ABC, MSNBC — FOX?  5 
Feds buying drones from — CCP baby! Oh yeah.  6 
If you want a comprehensive one-stop source for understanding 7 
the mask insanity — go here.2 8 
Build Back Better is rightly dubbed Build Back Bureaucracy — the 9 
Deep State has created a swamp in American bureaucracy making 10 
it an alternative government within the government, and this 11 
swamp is deep and wide and they desperately need funding. 12 
Happily, Biden's bid to bankrupt America is beginning to blow up. 13 
While Mitch McConnell is wishing Trump would just go away—14 
called Trump a "fading brand."  15 
Oh, and AOC is crying, again! This time, though, it's not a fake 16 
claim she was in her office trapped by MAGA monsters trying to, 17 
well, let's just say, get to her; or a staged weeping for migrants in 18 
Trump's cages on the border—her tears are real, her heart is truly 19 
broken. Why? Congress passed funding for Israel's Iron Dome.3 20 
Can anyone explain to me how Teacher's Unions gained control of 21 
the CDC? CDC secretly scuttles plan to end mask mandates and 22 

                                     
1 https://www.azleg.gov/videoplayer/?clientID=6361162879&eventID=2021091005 
2 https://swprs.org/face-masks-evidence/ & https://wsau.com/2020/07/31/masks-dont-stop-viruses-the-proof/ 
3 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/israel-iron-dome-house-members-vote-against-funding 
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the COVID scare.4 CA goes for masking indefinitely. Yeah! Like I 23 
warned you, Nuisance-Newsome is a ranging bear! It's pay-back! 24 
Did you know that 1.45 million students have been removed from 25 
public school enrollment — Yeah! 26 
I think ORiley should add a new Killing book to his series: The 27 
Killing of Science — and use Fauci on the cover.5 28 
COVID corruption continues — Rand calls for Fauci's ouster — 29 
presents his latest indictment and it's SERIOUS:6 30 
20% of Biden voters are experiencing serious buyers remorse. I 31 
mean, this guy does not even pay his own taxes.7 Right?  32 
[TRUTH] 33 
Here is the link to view the AZ audit.8 As you know, I produce the 34 
Brain Massage on Friday and post Friday evening. It's not likely I'll 35 
get a chance to view any of the audit hearing before I post. So, 36 
catch me on the Comfort & Counsel live stream tonight. Go to our 37 
facebook page, Lighthouse Baptist—Santa Maria, CA, like the page 38 
and set up notifications. Just do it! Hehe. 39 
AZ has called for Biden, AGAIN — CNN,9 UPI,10 The Guardian,11 40 
CNBC,12 Huff Post,13 ABC, MSN simply reposted the CNN article 41 
(looking for a bit of cover, aye?) — MSNBC,14 did FOX? Hmmm. 42 
Looks like Fox is laying low until the audit report is ACTUALLY 43 

                                     
4 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/cdc-quietly-removed-school-guidance-for-eliminating-masks-rolling-back-covid-19-prevention-
efforts 
5 https://www.dailysignal.com/2021/09/17/covid-19-and-the-death-of-
science/?utm_source=TDS_Email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Top5&mkt_tok=ODI0LU1IVC0zMDQAAAF_t2gsXh9qIh
nV6zOt6WgSjvs74CsQABIIYMEFJpAb6TOwxEotbuK39uzVaPpr1WpqiccsUfsyJBYhjZ8wxznqQZTS4BHJtK7N_kqjQOr5JMgEsQ 
6 Rand Paul, email, 9/24/21, 8:26 AM — see 849.17.5 
7 https://www.theblaze.com/news/joe-biden-tax-loophole?utm_source=dlvr.it&utm_medium=twitter 
8 https://www.azleg.gov/videoplayer/?clientID=6361162879&eventID=2021091005 
9 https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/politics/bogus-gop-arizona-audit-confirms-the-obvious-biden-won/ar-AAOLkGF 
10 https://www.upi.com/Top_News/US/2021/09/24/arizona-election-audit-biden-trump/6891632490142/ 
11 https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/live/2021/sep/24/arizona-audit-trump-lost-votes-biden-us-politics-live-updates 
12 https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/24/trump-friendly-cyber-ninjas-audit-of-arizona-votes-still-shows-biden-won.html 
13 https://www.huffpost.com/entry/draft-report-arizona-sham-audit-biden-won_n_614db3eee4b00164119308c7 
14 https://www.msnbc.com/rachel-maddow-show/sham-audit-backfires-arizona-gop-biden-won-wider-margin-n1280013 
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RELEASED. Maybe, just maybe Fox learned something from their 44 
early call of Arizona last time. (You know the ONLY thing keeping 45 
Fox alive is Tucker, Bongino, Hannity, and Inghram, Gutfield, and 46 
the Five — truly, otherwise that stunt they pulled on election night 47 
when they called AZ wayyyyyy early — like they got some sort of 48 
"tip" from, who knows, maybe Coomer! Who will be deposed by 49 
Sydney and then we hope dispatched into — maybe we should 50 
send these creeps to the edge of our solar system and throw them 51 
into the ring of fire, super-hot plasma, 90k degrees F, that encircles 52 
the outer limits of our solar system like a GIANTIC LAKE OF 53 
FIRE — maybe Elon will provide the rocket to launch them into 54 
this buffer between our solar system and interstellar space — it 55 
looks like Voyager 2 has got caught at the WALL of FIRE.15 Wow! 56 
Have we found the LAKE OF FIRE? 90k degrees F — Rev. 21:8. A 57 
little warning: [BIBLE THUMP ALERT, BIBLE THUMP ALERT: 58 
The fearful, and unbelieving, and the abominable, and murderers, 59 
and whoremongers, and sorcerers, and idolaters, and all liars, shall 60 
find their part in the LAKE WHICH BURNETH WITH FIRE 61 
AND BRIMSTONE:  which is the second death." Catch that? It 62 
starts with the FEARFUL and concludes with ALL LIARS and look 63 
at what is in between—the abominable (that which is detestable to 64 
GOD, including idolatry, and sodomy—which contrary to nature 65 
and to nature's GOD—and then comes murderers — murdering 66 
infants in the womb, murdering political enemies, murdering 67 
millions by depopulation strategies cooked up by the likes of Gates 68 
and company, or pretender presidents and phony generals who cut 69 
and run from terrorists leaving hundreds of Americans behind 70 
enemy lines to be beheaded, raped, or used as hostages to hold 71 
America hostage—whoremongers—like Hunter Biden, and his 72 
little-girl hair-sniffing pervert for a father, 50 year old men who 73 
take 9 year olds for brides, sex traffickers, Epstein and his 1st Lt. 74 

                                     
15 https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/10399275/wall-fire-hot-plasma-solar-system-nasa-voyager-probe/ 
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Ghislaine Maxwell, and those who profit by their "merchandise" in 75 
bribery and blackmail to corrupt government officials and military 76 
generals in order to STEAL FROM THE PEOPLE THEIR 77 
LIBERTIES, and then comes sorcerers — all the "elite" Satan 78 
worshippers flashing their Satan horns hand sign, and, well, you 79 
get the idea—the children of disobedience under the control of the 80 
spirit of antichrist — and all idolaters — who have dropped the 81 
knee to Satan and made their deal with the Devil — the deal Jesus 82 
refused, remember, Satan offered all the kingdoms of the world 83 
and the glory of them to Jesus if He would kneel to Satan—well, 84 
these folks signed on for far less than was offered to Jesus—but the 85 
Devil has his man, and his families, where they sleep in beds 86 
surrounded by devils, and drink the blood of innocence — Hey, 87 
Voyager 2 found your future home—maybe! A molten sea of 88 
blazing plasma — the LAKE of FIRE! 89 
Anyway— a preliminary draft was "leaked" to the press and they 90 
went ape over it. And they are "calling the Audit," just like they 91 
"called the election." PREMATURELY! (Interesting — because one 92 
of the AZ Auditors talked to Wendy Rogers, AZ Senator 93 
championing the audit and calling for decertification, and 94 
explained to her "the leaked draft is simply a draft and is only a 95 
partial report. Tomorrow's hearing will render findings of great 96 
consequence." To Wendy, he then added, "God is in control." 97 
Wendy then asks for prayer for the audit team as they present their 98 
findings.16 99 
Being as I am a student of Trump's masterful handling of media in 100 
the past—me-thinks I see the master playing his flute again, 101 
charming the media into another snare. 102 
Looks to me like this "draft" was "leaked" to the MSM in order to 103 
relax them long enough to get the full audit revelations "out there," 104 
                                     
16 849.27.4-AZ Audit draft Clarified Tweet by Wendy Rogers on Twitter 
(Email of this Tweet from Wendy Rogers received by me at 10:22 9-24-21). 
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and draw them in more tightly into the net? In other words, 105 
Trump is getting huge attention drawn to this audit that almost 106 
certainly would not have been ignored otherwise. I think he is 107 
playing them again! He has the entire left LOOKING INTENTLY 108 
AT THE AUDIT. 109 
Trump posted today — Statement by Donald J. Trump, 45th 110 
President of the United States of America, "The Fake News is lying 111 
about the Arizona audit report! The leaked report conclusively 112 
shows there were enough fraudulent votes, mystery votes, and fake 113 
votes to change the outcome of the election 4 or 5 times over. The 114 
number includes 23,344 mail-in-ballots, despite the person no 115 
longer living at that address. Phantom voters! The official canvass 116 
does not even match who voted, off by 11,592—more than the 117 
entire Presidential Election margin. Voters who voted in multiple 118 
counties totaled 10,342, and 2,382 ballots came from people who 119 
no longer lived in Maricopa County. There were also 2,592 "more 120 
duplicate ballots than original ballots." Just those fraudulent ballots 121 
alone total 50,252, and is fraud many more times than the so-called 122 
margin of "victory," which was only 10,457. In addition, election 123 
data appears to have been intentionally deleted, and ballot images 124 
were "corrupt or missing." This is not even the whole state of 125 
Arizona, but only Maricopa County. It would only get worse! 126 
There is fraud and cheating in Arizona and it must be criminally 127 
investigated! More is coming out in the hearing today."17 128 
So, alas, I don't get to report on the revelations coming out of the 129 
audit until tonight during my live stream Comfort & Counsel and 130 
then follow up on Saturday's live stream. I must turn my attention 131 
to other matters. 132 
Feds buying drones from — CCP baby! Oh yeah. "Federal law 133 
enforcement agencies are purchasing surveillance drones from a 134 

                                     
17 https://twitter.com/JennaEllisEsq/status/1441434811189526528/photo/1 
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Chinese company the Pentagon has deemed a potential national 135 
security risk."18 136 
We've seen what a drone can do to innocent families and US 137 
patriots in the hands of communists. Delivering a "hell-fire" missile 138 
on a mission to provide some political cover for Biden—hey, go 139 
find some guy to kill that we can call a "high value ISIS-K target," it 140 
does not matter who it is—just don't tell anyone the name so we 141 
can get away with killing an innocent man for my political cover! 142 
Well, not sure the conversation went exactly like that, but you can 143 
be certain that was what was communicated, and carried out, when 144 
our "professional" generals ordered a hit on a target that ended up 145 
being a family of 7, including a 2 year old, and a technical aid to 146 
US—a total of 10 Afghan civilians killed by butcher Biden and his 147 
band of killers.19 Here is a general who "takes full responsibility" — 148 
it's funny that none of this sort of nonsense went on under Trump. 149 
Okay, need to pause for a moment and try again to get you to buy 150 
the most important book you'll read this year. GOD's WAR: Why 151 
Christians Should Rule the World — does the title shock you? 152 
Well, first, any Christian who tells you they don't believe in 153 
theocracy simply does not know what they are talking about, or 154 
they subscribe to a faith that is Christianity. Theocracy refers to the 155 
RULE OF GOD—and it will invariably be these same 156 
"CHRISTIANETTES" who will go on and on about Satan being 157 
god of this world and the god behind virtually all government. 158 
Satan has scrambled your brain friend. Haha. 159 
CHRIST RULES FROM HEAVEN over all the kingdoms of this 160 
world and no matter how hard the wicked try to break his bands 161 
and cords, and conspire together to fulfill Satan's boast to set his 162 
throne above the stars of GOD and be "like the Most High," you 163 
will fail! He that sitteth in the Heavens will LAUGH and have all 164 
                                     
18 https://www.axios.com/federal-law-enforcement-china-drone-4b33aca2-b6f5-43d0-8d36-be1d447af1a0.html 
19 https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/politics-news/u-s-drone-strike-kabul-mistakenly-killed-civilians-not-terrorists-n1279476 
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these fools in derision. Read Psalm 2. This nation was founded as a 165 
nation UNDER GOD, acknowledging JESUS CHRIST as LORD of 166 
Heaven AND EARTH. Patrick Henry famously said America is a 167 
nation not built upon religion, but upon THE GOSPEL OF JESUS 168 
CHRIST. John Jay, our first Supreme Court Justice said he felt 169 
Christians ought to desire Christians to hold office in this 170 
CHRISTIAN nation — because JESUS IS KING, and the ONLY 171 
KING recognized by the American people in her founding. 172 
Now, I don't believe there should be a legal religious test for 173 
holding office. But I do believe Christians are foolish to think it's a 174 
good idea to put the security of our liberties into the hands of 175 
people who refuse to acknowledge that our RIGHTS are 176 
ENDOWED TO US by our CREATOR — what a brain dead thing 177 
it was, and is, to put people in power over us who, according to the 178 
BIBLE are "TAKEN CAPTIVE BY SATAN AT HIS WILL." 179 
Anyway, you need to get the book, God's War and learn the truth 180 
about what is going on in the world and what is your part in it. 181 
I'll be right back! 182 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 183 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 184 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 185 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 186 
liberty. 187 
The DEEP STATE bankrupt America plan is faltering—they are 188 
having trouble getting the Congress fully on board with this illegal 189 
bill. It's illegal because they are not following the law, or well-190 
established protocols for creating and passing a budget. We got 191 
that party in control again under the auspices of idiots who say 192 
things like, we have to pass the bill in order to learn what is in it. 193 
Build Back Better is rightly dubbed Build Back Bureaucracy — the 194 
Deep State has created a swamp in American bureaucracy making 195 
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it an alternative government within the government, and this 196 
swamp is deep and wide and they desperately need funding. 197 
Happily, Biden's bid to bankrupt America is beginning to blow up.  198 
In fact, it looks like the entire DS operation is blowing up. Did you 199 
see the video of Hillary (or a stand in) in full regalia, with a child 200 
holding her train, walking into Queens University in Belfast, 201 
Ireland—the crowd gathered there were screaming at her calling 202 
her a criminal and while our Irish A chara (uh-KHAR-uh: means 203 
friends) -crowd never broke into LOCK HER UP, they got close.20 204 
Maybe "you criminal" — and "shame on Queens" — and "GO, GO, 205 
GO" as in, get out of here you criminal — amounts to the Irish 206 
equivalent! 207 
The ground is moving out from under the feet of these squatters — 208 
these usurping devils who take the kingdom by force, who use 209 
violence to oppress and control opposition, who would undo the 210 
American revolution, and bring us under the Mao revolution—but 211 
the people are WAKING UP! 212 
The AZ Audit, I trust, will blow away their cover and expose them 213 
openly to the entire nation and to the world. 214 
And the Pandemic scam is blowing up, too.  215 
Can anyone explain to me how Teacher's Unions gained control of 216 
the CDC? CDC secretly scuttles plan to end mask mandates and 217 
the COVID scare.21 CA goes for masking indefinitely. Yeah! Like I 218 
warned you, Nuisance-Newsome is a ranging bear! It's payback! 219 
But his time is coming! 220 
I heard somewhere that 1,450,000 students have left public school 221 
enrollment — Yeah! 222 
But how does a teacher's union gain control over the CDC? 223 

                                     
20 https://www.waynedupree.com/2021/09/hillary-ireland-mocked-booed/ 
21 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/cdc-quietly-removed-school-guidance-for-eliminating-masks-rolling-back-covid-19-prevention-
efforts 
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If you want a comprehensive one-stop source for understanding 224 
the mask insanity — go here.22 225 
I'm writing a short read book on the subject — it seems to me the 226 
mask thing is for some reason a major line of defense for the 227 
COVID agenda. I think, and others have said as much, that Fauci is 228 
right that masks are "largely symbolic." I think the meaning he 229 
intended us to take was that it represents the threat of the 230 
pandemic—like the CDC statement a while back that masks serve 231 
to remind everyone that there is a pandemic going on. 232 
But I think this was another of the many moments when GOD 233 
squeezed the truth out of these lying hearts. Out of the abundance 234 
of the heart, you know, the mouth speaks.  235 
So God in His Sovereign rule over Heaven and EARTH, Who 236 
ponders the hearts of men—occasionally pokes one of these wicked 237 
hearts and out squirts a revelation of what is in it. 238 
In some cases, it reveals the Nazi that lurks there, as with that FDA 239 
employee who told an undercover reporter for Veritas that he 240 
believes the government should blow dart the black community to 241 
vaccinate them. The wicked lovers of darkness will show you a 242 
picture of a border patrol officer on a horse trying his best to avoid 243 
killing one of the Haitians trying to illegally cross our border and 244 
talk about it raising the specter of slavery—and ignore an FDA 245 
employee talking about blow darting black Americans to vaccinate 246 
them against their will. It's unreal!  247 
Those people, the LEFT, the DEMONCRATS, the MARXIST 248 
MAOISTS sycophants of the CCP — they have always been, and, 249 
apparently, will always be slavers. Only now they intend to enslave 250 
all Americans.  251 

                                     
22 https://swprs.org/face-masks-evidence/ & https://wsau.com/2020/07/31/masks-dont-stop-viruses-the-proof/ 
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So, out of Fauci's heart comes the truth about masks — they are 252 
largely symbolic. 253 
They are a symbol of fear, and subservience to "the man." 254 
Curious how the generation that was all bad on "the man," has now 255 
become "the man." 256 
I think ORiley should add a new Killing book to his series: The 257 
Killing of Science — and use Fauci on the cover.23 258 
COVID corruption continues — Rand calls for Fauci's ouster — 259 
presents his latest indictment and it's SERIOUS:24 260 
We now know the Wuhan lab released coronaviruses into bat caves 261 
18 months before COVID began—this was done with Fauci funds 262 
through EcoHealth Alliance. (Using "skin penetrating nano-263 
particles to infect bat populations in China in order to research 264 
how certain coronaviruses could be made to be more infectious to 265 
humans."25) What? See what is obvious! These guys were engaged 266 
in creating a bio-weapon on behalf of the CCP to be used on 267 
Western powers, especially targeting America, and but for the 268 
grace of God they would have succeeded. Their virus was exposed 269 
before they could make it truly lethal so they had to inflate the 270 
danger.) But think about this. As Dr. Rand points out, our "tax 271 
money was used to release killer viruses into the wild in Wuhan 272 
China as a 'science experiment.'" 273 
Do what you can to help Rand Paul remain in office. 274 
Yeah, looks like I've come up on my time—wow, that went fast! 275 
So, how about some good news—AZ audit being revealed as I 276 
speak — it's about 2 pm and I'm almost ready to record. No time to 277 
                                     
23 https://www.dailysignal.com/2021/09/17/covid-19-and-the-death-of-
science/?utm_source=TDS_Email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Top5&mkt_tok=ODI0LU1IVC0zMDQAAAF_t2gsXh9qIh
nV6zOt6WgSjvs74CsQABIIYMEFJpAb6TOwxEotbuK39uzVaPpr1WpqiccsUfsyJBYhjZ8wxznqQZTS4BHJtK7N_kqjQOr5JMgEsQ 
24 Rand Paul, email, 9/24/21, 8:26 AM — see 849.17.5 
25 https://theculturechronicles.com/index.php/2021/09/24/the-ecohealth-story-about-using-nano-particles-to-infect-bats-shows-how-
these-deranged-scientists-are-obsessed-with-secretly-injecting-mass-populations/  & https://www.zerohedge.com/political/wuhan-
scientists-planned-release-chimeric-covid-spike-proteins-bat-populations-using-ski 
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check for an update, but I did see that the AZ AG said he intended 278 
to move forward with any needed prosecution arising from the 279 
revelations coming out of the audit report. 280 
Texas Secretary of State has announced a full forensic audit on 4 281 
Texas Counties. It will cover the two largest Democrat Counties 282 
and the two largest Republican counties. 283 
PRAY PATRIOTS~! The real report shows that Trump won—oh, 284 
look, I just got the "real report" that confirms TRUMP WON big 285 
time — but, more on that tonight during my live stream visit. — 286 
wow, 25% of the duplicates came in between Nov. 4 and 9th — 287 
yeah, after they knew how many they would need to install the 288 
Communist CCP operative in the WH. — so, get ready folks. The 289 
Dems are looking for the EXIT! Hope you are ready! They will not 290 
give up — this is the hill they will die on! 291 
I talked about being out on in deep water with my dad in his 292 
POWER CAT — 1500 mile range — and the signals that it was 293 
time to set the bow toward our port's beacon — a sudden, 294 
sometimes errie sea color change, strange sense of change in the 295 
air, white caps breaking all over and the swells acting strangely — 296 
boat shifting sideways, and the trenches deepening —  297 
It's happening folks! Set your radar on HEAVENs BEACON — see 298 
you in church. 299 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 300 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 301 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 302 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 303 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 304 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 305 
lights off? 306 
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Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 307 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 308 
email. 309 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 310 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 311 


